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Strate俘es of Causal Assessme悦
iπ Compa:γ'tltive Historical A~饵alysis

James Mahoney 

Scholars who write about comparative historical methods sometÏrnes make 
it appear 出at the research tradition has a single basic approach for iden
tifying pattems of causation_ Yet, in fact, comparative historical analysts 
employa wide range of strategies of causa1 assessment in their substantive 
research_ These strategies encompass both methodologi臼 for juxtaposing 
cases Wl出 oDe another and me由odologies for analyzing processes 由at take 
place within individual cases_ And they include both tedmiques of causal 
assessment designed to identify 由e necessary or su伍cient causes of aD out
come and tools for locating causal factors 由at cova巧r wl由 outcomes in 
linear pa忧ems. Rather 由an narrowly limiting themselves to any one ap
proach，由en， comparative historica1 researchers are eclectic in their use of 
methods. 
In由JS 臼say， 1 attempt to analyze systematically these di征erent strategies 

of causal analysis_ My main objectives are to speci马T the concrete procedures 
entailedin 由e strategies, discuss their underlying assumptions about causal
ity, and ass臼s their comparative strengths and weaknesses_ Along the way, 
1 engage 由e long-standing debate about small-N versus large-N research_l 
1 devote particular attention to the ways in which different comparative his
torical methods are or are not compatible wi由出e assumptions 出at guide 

Ponions of 由e discussions of ordinal analysis and within-case anal}'sis are adapted 仕om
James Mahone如 "Strategies of C扭扭1 Inference in Small-N Analysis," Sociologicat Methods 
and Rcsearch 28: 4 (May 2000), pp. 387-424. Dietrich Rueschemeyer providcd many helpful 
comments. This material is based upon work supponed by 出e National Science Foundation 
under Grant No. 0093754. 
1 See Lijphart (1971 , 1975), Smelser (1976), Lieberson (1991 , 1994, 1998), Collier (1 993), 

Goldthorpe (1997), GoJdstone (1 997), Rueschemeyer and Stephens (1997), Ragin (1997), 
Munck (1998). 
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Table 10.1. Strategies o[ Causal I:.桥附ce in Small-N Analysis 

Levelof 
Aggregation 

Aggregated 

Disaggregated 

Level of Measurement 

Nominal Ordinal Inte凹aI

Nominal Ordinal No门yPicalJy

Strategy Strategy Used 

飞机thin-Case Analysis 

causal inference in conventional statistical me出odologies. My hope 自由at

由is discussion will help clear up some of the misunderstandings 由at have 
developed between advocates of small-N and large-N research and refocus 
attention on 由e real points of contention between 由e traditions. 

The essay identifies three basic strategies of causal analysis that are often 
combined in particular pieces of comparative historical research: nominal, 
ordinal, and within-case strategies. Each of these strategies may entail a 
number of more specific me出odologies that differ in important respec臼
Nevertheless, for the pwposes of c1assification，由e strategies c四 bedefined

along two dimensions: level of measurement and level of aggregation (see 
Table 10.1). B。由 ordinal and nominal strategies make comparisons across 
highly aggregated 田咀臼 (e.g.， nation-states), but the two differ in level of 
measurement. A nominal strategy makes comparisons using nominal mea
surementj an ordinal strategy employs ordinal measurement. By contrast, 
a within-case strategy di能rs 仕om these two alternatives along the dimen
sion oflevel of aggregation. \Vhereas nominal and ordinal strategies involve 
comparisons across cases, a within-case strategy entails a shift toward disag
gregation and a focus on comparisons within particular cases. A within-case 
strategy do臼 not contrast with ordinal and nominal strategi臼 in terms of 
level of measurement. In fact, as we shall see, a within-case strate盯 can be 
used in conjunction 响由 multiple levels of measurement, including nonù
nal, ordinal, and interval measurement. 

Inlportant contrasts in 出e logic of causal inference underlie nominal 
and ordinal strategies. A nominal strategy implicitly or explicitly assumes 
a nonlinear understanding of causation built around the ideas of necessary 
and sufficient conditions. This understanding of causation is quite differ
ent from 由at employed by most large-N researchers, who often analyze 
linear causation and who rarely test for necessary and su伍cÏent conditions. 
By contrast, an ordinal strategy is more cornpatible 明白由e linear and 
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correlational assumptions 由at guide rnuch large-N research. At the s缸ne
tirne, however, some cornparative mstorical researchers 缸gue 出at ordina1 
ana1ysis (and perhaps even rnost statistical research) is itselfbest understood 
in terrns of necessary and su伍cient conditions. Fina1ly, different variants of 
a Wl出血-case strategy can be used in conjunction with different understand
ings of causation. In sorne instances, within-case analysis may replicate 由E

procedures underlying nomina1 or ordinal stràtegies; in other cases，由lS

kind of analysis may involve the statistical evaluation of a large nurnber of 
observations. 

Nominal Comparison and tbe Question ofDetet切切切

Norninal (or categorical) cornparison entails the use of categories that are 
rnutually exclusive (cases cannot be classífied in terrns of rnore than one 
categl。可)皿d collectively exhaustive (one of the categori臼 appli臼 to each 
case).2 Examples of these categories in comparative mstorical research in
clude various regime classifications (e.g., democratic, authoritarian, and to
talitarian regimes), typologies of different states (e.g., conservative, liberal, 
and social-democratic welfare states), and countless dichotomous variables 
(e.g., revolution versus nonrevolution). Because vivid labels can be attached 
to norninal categories, comparative mstorical ana1ysts often summarize their 
argumen臼 withcl世s kind of cornparison. In addition, as a first step in re
search, they rnay employ norninal comparison to measure independent and 
dependent variables and to deveJop an initia1 sense of whether potential 
expJanations and outcomes are roughly matched. 

My concem in this section, however, is with 由e use of nominal compari
son to evaluate systernatically 由e validity of altemative explanations. In the 
discussion that follows, 1 consider how both deterrninistic and probabilistic 
nominal rnethods are used for this task. 

What 1s a Determin臼icRψlanation?

Although cornparative mstoricaJ analysts are often criticized for present
ing "dete口时血妇c" explanations，由e concept of determinism itselfis often 
not clearly defined. For some scholars, determinism entails focusing on 

2 \听th respect (0 di fferem levels of measurement, nominal 臼tegorization is somet:im田∞n
sidered unsophist:icated because it does not involve rank ordering cases, much less quanti
fyi且g the degree to which parti四lar 四S臼 differ from one ano由er. Yet, for concepmaliz
ing cenain kinds of phenomena, nominal categories are highly appropriate (Sanori 1987, 
pp. 182-5; see also Collier and Adcock 1999). 
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structural variables at 由e expense of agency (see Giddens 1979). For exam
ple, analysts who view Theda Skocpol's States and Social Revolutions (1979) 
as suffering 台om determinism often are really concerned wi由 its empha
sis on structure relative to agency (e.g., Colburn 1994; Selbin 1993; see 
also Skocpol 1994). In由is essay, 1 am not concerned wi由由is kind of de
terminism, although 1 do believe many comparative rustorical researchers 
E能ctively combine agency and structure in their studies (Mahoney and 
Snyder 1999). 

F or other scholars, dete口nini~m represen臼 apar甘cular understanding of 
the nature of the world that 臼且 be contrasted with probabilism. 1n由JS VleW，

a fully deterministic approach assumes that all occuπences in the world are 
也e product of nonrandom prior occurrences; given the right variables, 
methods, and measurement devices，也e world is completely predictable. 
By contrast, a fully probabilistic approach ass田nes that all ocαrrrences m 
the world are at least in part the product of inherendy stochastic processes 
that cannot even in principle be identified. As a result, full prediction is 
impossible under all circumstances. These two approaches pose a sharp 
dichotom民 and scholars who employ deterministic and probabilistic expla
nations in social science research need not fully embrace one side or 由e

other. For example, scholars who adopt deterministic expl扭扭ons may as
sume that much of the world confo口ns to 由e probabilistic understanding 
皿d 由at only selected cases can be modeled deterministically. Likewise, 
scholars who employ probabilistic explanations may assume 出at the world 
really is deterministic, but that 01盯nability to identi马T and correctly mea
sure all relevant variables forces us to act as if it were probab且istic (see 
Goldthorpe 2000, pp. 137-8; King, Keohane, and Verba 1994, pp. 59-60). 

In actual research, a deterministic explanation assumes the existence of 
causes 由at exhibit, in at least certain respects, invariant relationships 叫出
outcomes within a specified domain of cases. F or example, in most statistical 
research, a deterrninistic explanation assum臼由at values on an explanatorγ 
variable fully predict values on an outcome variable without eπorWJ由ma
specified population. As a result, at least for every case within 由at popula
tion， onec皿 predict the exact causal effect on an outcome variable of a given 
changeon 四 explanatoryvariable. The inability of statistical researchers to 
formulate successful dete口ninistic models has meant that nearly all research 
in this field adopts probabilistic explanations 由at assume such prediction 
is impossibIe: 

In comparative historical studies, a deterministic explanation usually 
involves modeling conditions (or combinations of conditions) that are 
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necessary or su伍cient for the ocαJITence of an outcome within a speci
fied population of cases. Trus kind of analysis also makes certain predictive 
ass田nptions. For example，明白 a necessaηcause， the absence of this 臼use

is always associated wi由 the absence of the outcome in question, at least 
w1吐白n 由e relevant population of cases. However, if a necessa可臼use is 
present，由e outcome could be ei由er present or absent. V\辽由 a su萨cient

cause，也e presence of this cause is always associated 白白白e occurrence 
of 出巳 outcome in question (again, within 由e relevant population). Only 
when a g:iven factor is a necessary and suf自cient cause will the outcome 
alw哼's be present when 由e cause is present and alw句IS absent when the 
cause is absent. 

Comparative rustorical researchers 0仕en implicitly understand a proba
bilistic expl扭扭on as one in which explanatoryvariables (or combinations 
of variables) are treated as to some specified degree necessary or su伍cient

for the occuπence of an outcome. For example, a probab山stic explana
tiQn may treat explanatory variables (or combinations of variables) as almost 
always necessary or almost always su伍cient conditions. wi也出is kind of ex
pl四ation ， the analyst may assume that an inherently stochastic process 口
plains why a condition is not always necessary or always suf五cient for 皿

outcome of interest. Altematively, the analyst may assume 由at the world 
really is fully deterministic and that measurement eπor accounts for the 
probabilistic relationsrup. In either case, however, the researcher is not 
committed to a detem1Ïnistic explanation. 

Deterministic Methods 

Som巳 nominal techniques ar巳 used deterministically by comparative rus
torical r巳searchers， including, most notably, J. S. Mill's method of agree
ment3 and method of difference.4 Although these Millian methods do not 
permit tlle analysis of multiple explanato可 factors or interaction effects, 
由ey provide a sound log:ical basis for eliminating potential necessary and 

3 巩甩出 the method of agreement，由e 皿alyst attempts to 巳stabJish that cas白白at share a 
common omcome also share common hypothesized causal factors, despite 、.a币ngin 0由er

significant ways (see Skocpol and Somers 1980) 
斗 The analyst using 由e me由od of difference conuasts 四S臼 in which an outcome under 

investigation and hypothesi7.ed causal factors are present to other 臼ses in which both the 
outcome and 由e hypo由esized causes are absent, even 由ough 由e 四ses may be similar in 
m皿y other respects (see SkocpoI antl Somers 1980). 
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su值cient causes.5 Specifically，出e method of agreement 四n be used to 
eliminate potential necessaηcauses， whereas the method of difference can 
be used to eliminate potenti划 m庐cient causes. Thus，明白 the method of 
agreement, the outcome of interest is present in all cases. Consequently, 
it is logica11y impossib1e for any hypothesized cause 由at is not shared by 
由e cases to be individually necessary for the outcome's occurrence, since 
some cases possess the outcome but not 由e cause. By c~mtrast， with the 
method of difference, the outcome is pr臼ent in some cases and not present 
in others. Hence，皿y hypothesized cause 由at is shared by all the cases 
cannot by itself be su俑cient for the outcome, since not a11 cases wi白白E
hypothesized cause experience the outcome of interest. 
wì由 th臼e deterministic methods, a single deviation from a hypothe

sized pattern of necessary or su伍cient causation is enough to eliminate a 
given factor as a potential cause. As a r臼uIt，由e methods provide a powerlul 
basis for systematically eliminating rival causal hypotheses, even when on1y 
a small number of cases are selected. F or instance, in her explanation of con
tras也 in the national electoral systems of three post-Soviet Central Asian 
countries, Pauline Jones Luong (2002) uses the method of difference to 
eliminate plausible causal factors 由at do not vary a口O豁出e countries. She 
shows 由剑， given their simi1ar 1eve1s of socioeconomic development, one 
cannot argue that leve1 of deve10pment was by itself su伍cient for an inclu
sive andpop时ist e1ectora1 习rsteminKyr白rzstan ， a restrictive and centralist 
electoral systemin Uzbekistan, and a hybrid eIectora1 system in Kazakhstan. 
Likewise, in Making Rnce and Nation: A Comparison ofthe United States, South 
A户'ca， and Brazil, An由onyW Marx (1998) uses 由e elimination procedures 
of the method of agreement to assess exp1anations of the major simi1arities in 
racial domination in the United States and South A丘ica. He e1iminates 
factors 由at do not vary systematically between the countries, such 豁出e

presence of an A臼can or African-descend皿t majority popu1ation, because 
they are not by themse1ves necessary conditions in accounting for 出ema，or

5 It bears emphasis 由at causal factors e1 iminated using these methods might, in conjuncrion 
wi由。由er factors, represent p红t of a larger combina口on 由at is itself necessary or su俑cJent
for an outcome of intεrest. The methods of agreement and dîfference do not pro飞ride a basis 
for analyzing sucb combinations of variables, except insofar 自由e combínations are rreated 
as a single factor. F or example, Skocpol (1 979) us臼 thc methods in this fashion (see Mahoney 
1999, p. 1158). It is also worth no由咆 that 由e "most simil盯巧F盲目ms design" and the "most 
different systems design" have 由es皿e logical strucrure as the method of di证erence and 
由e method of agreement, respectivel讥 except 由at Przeworski and τèune's (1970) original 
{ormulation of these designs was based on 由e premise 由且t the scholar is combining two 
le ... els of analysis. 
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similarity of interest. At由e same ùme, Marx uses the method of difference 
to elirninate possible explanaùons of the contrast between repr臼sive racial 
dominaùon in these countr巾， on 出e one hand, and signjficant racial tol
erance in Brazil, on the other. For instance, the presence of early labor 
coercion and colonial discriminaùon are eliminated because these factors 
do not va巧T across 由e three countries. 

Against the backdrop ofhaving eliminated iniùally plausible explanations 
using 出e methods of agreement and di征erence， comparative historical re
searchers 仕equendy hold up their favored 红gument as 由e one that can 
survive the determinisùc tests. 引冯len 也is takes place, the analytic logic of 
comparaùve historical analysis can be strikingly convincing. For example, 
Loung旨 explanaùon， which highlights 由e percepùons of central and re
gionalleaders in Central Asia concerning their relaùve power vis-à-vis one 
ano由er， seems remarkably persuasive in light of the failure of many other 
plausible explanaùons. A1so compelling is Marx's explanaùon of major sim
ilariùes between the United Stat臼 and South Africa, which emphasizes 出E

existence of significant divisions arnong whites following the Boer War and 
由e Civil War. Ultimately, in these two countries, white w咀ty and nation
alist loyalty to 由e state were forged through the construcùon of systems of 
racial domination that systemaùcally excluded blacks. By contrast, in Brazil, 
出e absence of a similar intrawhite cleavage obviated the need for similar 
policies of racial dominaùon to ensure white unificaùon. 

Boolean algebra is distinct仕om other nominal methods because it allows 
由e analyst to treat several different combi71ations of variables as the causes of 
an outcome (Ragin 1987). 1n parùcular, this methodology provides a logical 
basis for idenù刷ng combinations of causal factors 出at aresu庐ient for the 
occurrence of an outcome.6 Analysts who use 由is method may identify 
several different combinations of factors, each of which is su伍cient for an 
outcome. In this way, Boolean procedures enable researchers to recognize 
由at multiple causal combinaùons may produce 出e same outcome, what 
Ra伊 (1987) calls "mulùple conjunctural causaùon." 

A nice illustration of Boolean analysis is VI布ckham-Crowley￥ (1992)

work on 由e origins of peasant suppo口 for gue.πilla movements in Laùn 
America. \Vìckham-Crowley focuses on twenty cases, and he looks at 

6 The Boolean minimization procedure through which 臼usal combinations are reduced elim
inates potential 1lecesraη 臼uses among cas自由at share 由c same outcome. Final combina-
6由ons of 囚m飞旧al factor臼. a盯町r同eun且H皿n叫lderstωo∞。叫d to be m庐cient for 由e oC<:\1 π ence of 由e outcome. 
In addi口on ， by looking at 而nal combinations of explanatory variables, it is possible to state 
whether any single fac [Or is a necessary or su俑CJent caUSf. 
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four d.ifferent expl皿at。可 variables: agr扭扭 structure (A), agrarian dis
rupúon 例， rebellious cultures (C), and peasant linkages (D). He :first pools 
cas臼 in which the outcome of peasant support 岛r guerri11as is pr臼ent

and idenúfies aJl combinaúons of scores on explanatoηT variables 由at are 
associated wi由由is outcome. Next, he reduces 由e number of these com
binaúons by assuming 由at if two combinaúons of explanatory variables 
differ in their scores for a s.国gle variable, then 由at variable can be elim
inated 仕om 也e combinaúon. The implicit raúonale behind this Boolean 
reduction pr。因dure is that the variable is not necessaηfor由e combina甘on

to have a causal effect since it is both present and absent in combinaúons 
associated wi由 the outcome. For example, a11 four ofWìckham-Crowley's 
explanatory variables are present in one combinaúon 切由 p巳asant support 
for gueπi11as (expressed as ABCD), while 出巳 explanatory variables A, B, 
and C , but not variable D , are present in ano也er combinaúon wi也 peas

antsuppo口 for guerrillas (expressed as ABCd). Hence, Wìckham-Crowley 
assumes 由at variable D is irrelevant to the combination and eliminates it, 
reducing the causal expression to ABC. 

Through this Boolean reduction procedure, Wickham-Crowley narrows 
由e range of explanations down to four possible combinations of variables 
under which peasants have supported guerrillas: ABD, AC, CD, and abD. 
Although \Vìckham-Crowley does not identi马T any individual causal factor 
出at is necessary or su简cient to produce strong support for guerrillas, the 
final four expressions are each understood to represent a combination of 
facto付出at are sufficient for peasant support. For example, the combination 
of a rebellious culture (C)皿d peasant linkages (D) is understood to be 
su而cient for strong support for gueπillas in modern Latin America. 

Probabilistic Methods 

Other methods 由at rely on nominal comparison are probabilistic in the 
sense that they relax standards to pe口nitcauses 出at are "usually" or "almost 
always" necessa月T or su伍cient. Comparative lústorical researchers who 
draw on these methods readily aclmowledge that inherent randomness or 
measurement error may make it di面cult to locate pa忧erns of association 
由at are fully necessarγor fully su伍cient for an outcome. At the same time, 
however, these methods make it somewhat more di伍cult to eliminate rival 
explanations. For example, a single deviation often does not provide a basis 
for eliminating an explanation when causation is assumed to be probabilistic. 
As a rule, comparative historical researchers need to select more 由anjusta
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few cas臼 to use probabilistic nominal methods as a basis for systematically 
eliminating rival explanations. 

A nice example of how a probabilistic nominal approach can be effec
tively used in practice is Thomas Ertman's (199ηmagisterial work Bi.付b
of the Leviathan: Building States and Regimes in Medieval and Ea咱 Modern

Europe. Ertman's goal is to explain whý particular European countries de
veloped one of four major types of early modern regime-states, each defined 
in terms of constitutionalism versus absolutism 皿d patrimonialism versus 
bureaucracy. Ertm扭曲st systematically e1iminates rival explanations de
rived from the theories of state development formulated by Otto Hintze, 
Charles Tilly, Perry Anderson, and Michael Mann. He does so by showing 
how, within a population of fourteen cases, these theories lead to predictions 
about regime-state outcom臼由at are contradicted by at least four 臼ses.

Based on the failings of these theories, Ertman offers his own expl皿ation，

which emphasizes three dichotomously measured variables - administrative 
versus participatory gove口回lent， pre-1450 versus post-1450 geopolitical 
competition, and existence versus nonexistence of powerful representative 
associations. Together 由自e variables are understood to represent an ex
planation 出at "can account for most of the variation" in early modem state 
building in Europe (Ertman 1997, p. 6). In particular, the explanation is 
consistent with tweJve of the fourteen cases, failing to explain state outcomes 
only in Sweden and Denmark, where "powerful contingent events con
spired to confound expected paths of development" (p. 33). Because of 
these two exception cases, Ertman cannot treat his explanatory variables as 
alw.钞's su伍cient for the occurrence of outcom臼.lnstead ， he must adopt a 
probabilistic approach in which his explanation is usually sufficient. 

The decision of analysts to employ a probabilistic approach raises impor
tant issues regarding 由e benchmark for determining degrees of su伍Clency
or necessity. 1n his most recent methodological work, Ragin (2000) offers 
precise terminology and benchmark proportions for discussing causes wi由
different degrees of necessity and su伍ciency. F or instance, a cause 由at

is usually necessary or usually sufficient must meet a .65 benchmark (i.e., 
由e cause must be nec臼sa可 or su面cient at least 65 percent of the time), 
while a cause 出at is almost always necessary or su伍cient must meet a 
.80 benchmark. These benchmarks can be applied to all of the nominal 
techniques discussed pre世ousl弘 including Boolean approaches 由at focus 
on combinations of factors. 

In the case of Ertmall, we saw how he found that twelve out of fourteen 
cases are consistent with his explanation, which yields a percentage of 
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.86 and is 由us higher 由an 由e benchrnark for an almost always su伍cient

cause. However, given the relatively small number of 臼ses， he c皿 achieve

st姐姐回1 significance at a .10 level only by treating his 四planation as usu
alJy su面cient for the re回me-state outcomes.1 By contrast, the explanations 
eliminated by Ertman 四n explain at best ten out of the fo町teen cases (.71), 
由us falling below the benchrnark of almost always su伍cÏent. Moreover, 
由臼e alternatives cannot meet any reasonable level of statistical significance 
even if 出ey are evaluated at the lower benchmark of usually su伍cient.

In sho口， Ertman has a logical and statistical basis for rejecting alternative 
explanations by scholars such as Hintze, 'D且ly， Anderson, and Mann while 
pr臼erving his own explanation as identi马ring a set of factors 由at are 
usually su简cient for producing regime-state outcomes in early modem 
Europe. 

A major new probabilistic technique is found in Ragin's (2000) discus
sion offuzzy-set methods. 8 Fuzzy-set measurement defies easy classification 
along standard scales of measurement (i.e吁 nominal， ordinal, interval, and 
ratio measurement), though it parallels the nominal concem with set mem
bership. To use fuz勾r se臼，由e analyst must score cases 仕om 0 to 1 based on 
their degree of membership in a category. Some cases will be "full" instances 
ofa catego月'and th田 receive a score of 1, even if these cases have different 
scores on an interval scale. For exaQ1ple, wi由 respect to 也e category of 
"wealthy counUγ;" both the United States and England are 缸11 members, 
and 由us both receive 由e same score of 1, despite the fact 由at these coun
tries have different levels of wealth on 扭 interval scale.9 Other coun国es
receive scores based on 由e extent to which 由ey overlap wi由由e category 
"wealthy country." For example, a country 由at is "mostly i旷由E 四tegory

will receive a score only slightly less 由an 1 (e.g., .83), while a country 由at

is "mostly out of" 由e categ。可 will receive a score closer to 0 (e.g., .17). 

7 1 have applied 出e significance test identified by Ragin (2000, p. 112) 明白 somelibe同rhere，
given that Erunan actually offers an explanation for four di仔erent Ollt，∞mes. In trus sense, 
he does not have a total of founeen cases for each of his outcomes. However, since he uses 
由e same set of explanatoryvariables to account for each of these outcomes, there is a logical 
basis for using 由e binom.ial test as jf Enm血's variables successfully explained twelve of 
fourteen 臼S臼 on 由e same outcome. The conclusion 1 reach here addresses a concem wi由
Er回回的 work 1 raised but did not resolve in al1 earlier article (see Mahoney 1999, p. 1175) 

R 1 discuss 缸zzy-set methods in greater depth jn Mahoney (2001). 
9 A1though 由e decision to ignore variation at 由e extreme ends of continuous variables is a 
sou民e ofbias in conventional statistical research, this problem does not arise in the analysis 
of necessa巧'四dsu伍ciem conditions_ In faα， επor might anse if 由e additional variatior. 
were induded_ 
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The decision to assign fuz可-set membership scores must be grounded in 
出e ana1yst's substantive knowledge of actual cases. 

Fuzzy-set measurement is highly appropriate for the analysis of neces
sary and su伍cient conditions, including under probabilistic assumptions 
where different degrees of necessary or su伍cient causation are considered. 
To employ the technique, the analyst must apply the fuzzy-set measures 
just described to all potentia1 causal factors and outcomes and 由en assess 
由e relationship between their va1ues. wì由 a necessaηcause， fuz勾rmem
bership scores on由e outcome will be less 出皿 or 巳qua1 to fuzzy membership 
scores on 由巳 cazese. By contras飞机由 am庐ient cause, fuzzy membership 
scores on 由e cause will be less 也an or equa1 to 缸Z巧r membership scores on 
由e outcome. To incorporate considerations of probabilistic causation，也e
researcher rnight argue 由at if no 臼罚's score on 也e outcome (or cause) 
exceeds its score on 也e cause (or outcome) by more 由an a small p。而on

ofa fuz可 membership 田由， then 由epa忧em is still consistent wi白白ein

terpretation of causal necessity (or su面ciency). Likewise, the probabilistic 
benchmarks and significance tests mentioned earlier 臼n be applied when 
using fuzzy measures of variables. Although 由e procedures involved be
come especially complicated when combinations of variables are considered 
using probabilistic criteria, a 丘ee so仕ware package 出at performs the oper
ations is already availableρrass and Ragin 1999). 

A1though Ragin offers interesting examples of how these methods rnight 
be applied to substantive questions such as the onset of Intemational 
Moneta巧r Fund protest and 由e establishment of generous welfare states, 
由e techniques are still too new (at the time of this writing) to have been 
used by other researchers. Some comparative historical researchers may 
resist the formal constraints of this methodology, preferring instead 由e

flexibility of altemative strategies of causa1 inference. Nevertheless, several 
comparative historical researchers a1ready have sought to apply rudimen
ta可 versions of fuzz}吨etlogic through analyses that combine nominal and 
ordinal comparison (discussed later). These works suggest that at least some 
comparative historical researchers will welcome the formal application of 
Ra伊￥ latest innovation. 

Evaluating Critic白阳。fMethods That Use Nominal Comparisrm 

The sharpest criticisms of comparative historical methods have focused 
specifically on nominal techniques. Most of these concerns have been raised 
by scholars working in the tradition of statistica1 analysis who argue 由at
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comparative historical researchers violate standard rules for conducting 
valid research. In this section, 1 evaluate the five most important of these 
criticisms, sugg臼ting 出at 由eyare often unfounded concems based on 由e

rnisapplication of conventional statistical reasoning to the study of necessary 
and su面cient causation. 

Criticism 1: Necessaη， and Sufficient Condittons Are Not a USIφIU句

ω Think About Causation Even if logical methods exÏst for identi母mg
necessary or su而cient causation, some analysts contend that it is still not a 
productive way to think about causation. A common concem is 由at many 
nec臼sary or su俑clent 臼uses are not analytically helpful. For example, re
garding specifically 由e necessary causes of an outcome, there are potentially 
an infinite number of such causes for any outcome, most of which are unim
portant or trivial (e.g., the exÏstence of human beings is a necessary cause 
of a social revolution). Likewise, m皿y sujficient causes of an outcome are 
obvious or tautological (e.g., war is a sufficient cause of large-scale death). 

However, examples of trivial necessary conditions and tautological suι 
ficient conditions found in 也e literature are hypothetical ones offered by 
critics who seek to disrniss the study of these conditions (see Braumoeller 
and Goertz 2000). The literature offers few or no examples of real re
searchers who use nominal methods to analyze trivial necessa巧 conditions

or tautological sufficient conditions. In fact, critics of the stt吨r of necessary 
and su伍cient conditions seem unaware 由at empirical criteria - as opposed 
to normative or political criteria - exÏst for differentiating trivial necessary 
臼uses 仕om nontrivial ones and tautological suÐ且cient caus臼丘。m nontau
tological ones. Trivial necessary ca即-es are those in which the cause is present 
in all 臼ses ， irrespective of the value of the dependent varia ble 但raumoeller

and Goertz 2000; Dion 1998). For ex组nple， the exÏstence ofhuman beings is 
tri"iaJly nec臼sa巧， for social revolutions, because this condition is present 
in aJl cases of revolution and nonrevolution alike. Braumoeller 皿d Goertz 
(2000) show through an evaluation of more than a dozen published studies 
由at acrual social researchers who make claims about necessa巧 conditions

do not refer to trivial ones. Dion (1998) reaches the same conclusion in 
his evaluation of the use of necessary conditions in comparative politics. 
巩币出 tautological su.庐cient conditions, the analyst identifies a set of factors 

由at are contained wi由血由e ve可 definition of the outcome being con
sidered. \Vhen this happens, there is no temporal separation between 由e

cause and outcome (or 由e outcome may actually occur b，吃fore the cause). 
For instance, the claim 由atwar is a su伍cient cause of death is tautological 
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because there is no defÏnitional distinction or temporal separation between 
出e occurrence of war and death (or the outcome of death may actually occur 
before full-scale war breaks out). Again, comparative historical researchers 
who make claims about su面cient ca田白白re not referring- to these kínds of 
tautological conditions. For example, it is not tautological to assert that a 
high level of domestic financing for military modemization in the sixteenth 
and seven teenth centuries was su伍cient for an autocratic regime outcome in 
early modern Europe (Downing 1992), or that large group size and grow由
are together su面cientfor ethnic political mobilization (Ragin 2000, p. 138), 
or 由at the combination of state structures conducive to breakdown in 由E

face ofinternational pressures and peas四tagr扭扭 structures that facilitate 
revolt are sufficient for social revolutions in agrarian bureaucratic societies 
(Skocpol 1979)_ 

A somewhat different concem involves the fact that many causal factors 
are not necessarγor sufficient conditions, but rather follow a linear pattem 
of causation like 由at assumed in many probabílistic regression models. As 
a consequence, the analyst using nominal methods might erroneously dis
miss these kínds of linear causal factors as w让mportant. Lieberson￥ (1991) 

well-known example of drunk driving and automobile accidents illustrates 
this criticism for deterministic versions of the methods of agreement and 
di仔erence_ Thus, wi出 the method of agreement, an analyst who examines 
three cases of automobile accidents will eliminate drunk driving as a cause 
if itis present in only two of the three cases. Sirr让larly， with the method of 
difference, the analyst will eliminate drunk driving as a cause of automobile 
accidents if it is present in cases ofboth acciden臼 and nonaccidents. It is es
sential to recogllize that tl出 example does not call into question the ability 
of nominal methods to evaluate necessary and su简cient causation_ These 
methods correct1y show 由at drunk driving by itself is neíther a necessa巧
nor a su伍cient condition for an automobile accident (i_e_, some automo
bile accidents occur in 由e absence of drunk driving, and not all instances of 
drunk driving produce automobile accidents)_ Rather, the example suggests 
the problems that can arise if one thinks about causation in te口ns of nec
essa巧 and su伍cíent condítions when more conventionallinear causatíon 
likely is at work. 

In response to Lieberson, one might point out that actuaI researchers 
who sought to use nominal methods to analyze 由e effect of drunk driving 
011 automobile accídents would doubtless explore whether drunk driving in 
combinatioll with 0出巳r variables is a su伍cient (or usually sufficíent) cause 
of auto accidents in a 与pecific population of cases_ Moreover, they would aπive 
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at final conclusions using other techniques of causal assessment, includ
ing within-case evaluation. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that nominal 
rnethods generally will have di伍culty assessing 出e net effect of any single 
factor of special interest - such as 世unk driving on automobile accidents 
or cigarette srnoking on lung cancer -出at follows a roughly linear pa忧em
of causation sirnilar to 出at assurned in conventional statistical research. 
By 出es缸ne token, of course, linear regression models will have di伍culty

identifying nec臼sary and sufficient conditions, whether individually or in 
combination. As a general rule, analysts rnust rely 0且也eory and common 
sense to decide whether a given factor should be tested as a necessary or 
su伍cient condition or as a linear cause 由at increases or decreases values 
on an outcorne. 

Criticism 2: Achieving Statistical Signi非E棚ce Is Impossible with These 
Methods This criticisrn grows out of the belief that comparative histori
cal studies suffer from a "degrees of仕eedorn" problem eq山valent to 由at

which arises in quantitative analysis. IO ln fact , however, the criticism is an 
example of an inappropriate application of conventional statistical assurnp
tions to studies designed to analyze necessa巧T and sufficient conditions. It 
is true 出at cornparative historical studies that examine a very small nwnber 
of cases (e.g. , fewer than five) cannot achieve statistical significance when 
nominal methods are used in isolation. However, studies wi由 a very small 
N do not necessarily use only nominal metho缸， but instead may rely ex
tensively on other strategies of causal assessment. Moreover, in contrast 
to conven口onaJ quantitative research, a relatively small number of cas臼
IS 0丘en enough to achieve statistical confidence when assessing necessary 
and su伍cient conditions. Using Bayesian assumptions, for example, Dion 
(1998) shows 由at only five 臼ses will be enough to yield 95 percent con
fidence about necessary causes. Using a simple binomial probability test, 
Ragin (2000 , pp. 113-15) shows 由at if one works wi由 usually necessary 
or usually su面cient causes, seven consistent cases are enough to meet tl山
level of significance. Brawnoeller and Goertz (2000) offer many examples 
of case-oriented srudi巳s that pass such significance tests. In short, scholars 
need to rethink how appropriate the idea of a degrees of freedom problem 

10 As Rueschemeyer (tbisvolume) notes，由e degrees of fre巳dom problem is probably出emost
common criticism of small-N analysis. For different perspectiv邸， see Campbell (1975), 
Lijphan (1 971 , 1975), Nichols (1 986), Collier (1 993), Lieberson (1 991), King et al. (1 994), 
and Goldtborpe (1997) 
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really is for comparative historical analysts who adopt an understanding of 
causality built around necessary and su面cÏent causes. When this under
standing of causality is employed, a relatively small number of cases w边l

often meet 由e confidence demands of standard statistical analyses. 

Criticism 3: Because These Methods Seka on the Dependent 协riabk，

TheyS:呢。旷from Selection B:仰 Drawing on in吨hts 仕om ordinary le四
squares regression, Geddes (1990) and King et al. (1 994) have criticized 
studies 由at select cases based on 也eir score on the dependent variable 
because 由is selecùon procedureαn lead to truncation on the dependent 
variable and thus biased estÏmates of causal e征ects (see also Collier and 
Mahoney 1996). In出e worst case scenario, analysts may select cas臼w1由
no variation on the dependent variable, which, according to King et al. 
(1994, p. 129), makes it impossible to learn anything about 由e caus臼 of

由at variable. 
Notwithstanding the rules for valid research in ordinary least squares 

(OLS) regression analysis, selection on the dependent variable 一 including

由e selection of cases 由at do not vaη， at all on the dependent variable -
is not a source of bias when nominal methods are used to identi马T neces
sary conditions. Selection on the deper由nt variable is highly appropriate for 
the study of necessary causation (see Braumoeller 皿d Goertz 2000; Dion 
1998; Most and Starr 1989; Ragin 2000). In fact, when analyzing neces
sa可 conditions， a standard design is to intentional1y pennit no variation on 
由e dependent variable. The statistical concem about selection bias under
mining valid research simply cannot be extended to comparative historical 
studies 由at use nominal techniques. 

One might raise 由e more general concern 由at 由e particular sample of 
cases included for analysis in comparative historical work is not represen
tative of the larger population of cas白， and 由at therefore findings about 
necessa巧， and su伍cient causes in the sample analyzed are not consistent 
明白 the findings 由at would have emerged if a more representative sample 
was selected. However, comparative historical analysts are in fact among 
由e most self-conscious researchers in terms of defining populations of 
cases that can be understood as homogeneous (Ragin 2000). 巩1hereas

cross-national statistical researchers commonly risk violating assumptions 
of causal homogeneity by arbitrarily selecting large samples of nations, 
comparative historical analysts assess necessary and su伍cient conditions in 
careful1y formulated populations of cases where these assumptions are more 
sustainable. Furthermore, to the degree 由at a nonarbitrary definition of 
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出.e population cannot be established in 由is kind of research, the whole 
idea ofbias deriv:ing仕om an unrepresentative sample becom臼 problematic

(Collier and Mahoney 1996). 

Critidsm 4: The Dete'l切inistic f是rsions ofThese Meth础 DoNotAllow

for Measure'lnent Error As s吨gested earlier, measurement eπ时 does

not pose special problems for probabilistic nominal methods 由at relax 
assumptions about necessa可皿d sufficient causation. However，也e fuIIy 
deterministic versions of these methods as贝皿le 由at the analyst is able to 
measure all variables correctly, since a change in the scoring of a variable for 
a single case could lead to opposite conclusions about that variable兰 causal

relevance. In tl让s sense, deterministic nominal methods do not pe口nitany
notion of measurement error (see Lieberson 1991). 

lt is not clear how important a criticism is raised by this 0问ection， how
ever. Comparative historical researchers are typically experts on each of 
Ùleir cases, and given 出atwi也出is strate盯 they conceptualize variables as 
nominal - not continuous - categories，也ey may indeed be able to avoid 
measurement error for a1l of their variables. F or example, Skocpol (1979) 
may well have correctly scored all major dichotomous variables for all of 
her cases of social revolution and nonsocial revolution. Moreover, if com
parative historical researchers like Skocpol do score a p缸ticular variable 
incorrectly for even one case, it is likely 出at other case experts or compar
ative historical analysts wil1 identify 由is error, since much debate in this 
kind of research entails arguments about the scoring of particular variables 
for specifìc cases. 

Criticism ): The Results Generated by These Methods Might Change 
Substantially 扩伽itted E:增lanator)' Jïá仰bles U如e lncluded 切 the

Model This objection holds 由at variables not included in a nominal 
assessment might have avoided elimination if 出ey had been included. 
Likewise, wi由 techniques such as Boolean algebra and fuzzy-set analysis, 
variables 由at were eliminated might have been causally important if oÙler 
relevant variables were included in the model. This αiticism is correct, 
and it has been discussed by comparative historical me出odologists at some 
length (e.g叮Amenta and Poulsen 1994; Ragin 1987). 

Yet, it is essential to recognize 由at the problem addressed here is one 
of correctly speci非ing a causal model, an issue Ùlat arises v.rith all methods 
of causal assessment, including the most sophisticated statistical analyses. 
For ex缸口ple， in quantitative research, omitting an important variable can 
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entail misunderstanding the causal effects of the other variables 由at 红E

included in the analysis (Lieberson 1985). Thus, like all other researchers 
using all other me由odologies of causal assessment, comparative historical 
investigators who employ nominal methods can never know for certain 
whether 由ey have correct1y specified their models and thus proven 由E

existence of causation. 
To conclude this section, 1 would like to underline three points. First, 

it is sometimes useful to thi吐 about causation in terms of (probabi!istic 
or deten回nistic) necessary and sufficient conditions. Second, comparative 
historical researchers have nominal methods that contain logical rules for 
locating necessa可 and su伍cient conditions. Third, existing criticisms of 
comparative historical methods fail to call into question their capacity to 
identi马T successfully necessary and su伍cient conditions. 

Ordinal Comparison and the Question of Linear Caωtion 

Asecond m勾or strategy of causal assessment in comparative historical re
search - ordinal comparison across cas臼- relies on techniques more fa
miliar to scholars working in the tradition oflarge-N statistical research. 
Ordinal analysis is in fact the strate白T of inference that comparative his
torical researchers tum to when 由ey seek to identi命 linear correlations 
across a small nurnber of cases. Although the technique has important 
limitations when employed in isolation and with only a small number of 
cases, it can be combined in creative ways wi由 other strategies of causal 
assessment. 

ldent.毡咄gandlπ~terpreti吨。γdinal Associatio:阳

Ordinal analysis involves rank ordering cases using variables wi出 three or 
more values based on 出e degree to which a phenomenon is present. This 
kind of analysis facilitates the use of]. S. Mill's method of concomÏtant 
variation, in which the analyst 时es to establish causation by looking at the 
relationship between scores on an ordinally measured explanatory variable 
and scores on an ordinally measured outcome variable (DeFelice 1986; Mill 
1974). For example, if values on an explanato巧T variable and an outcome 
variable are rneasured as high, mediurn, and low, then cases are compared 
to see if there is an association (possibly an inverse association) between 由e

two variables. If there appears to be a strong association, the analyst may 
infer 由剑出e relationship is causal. 
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What, however, constitutes a strong association for the comparative his
toricaI researcher who uses the method of concomitant variation? Some 
scholars committed to a deterministicunderstanding of causation may argue 
出atan抖由gI四 than a perfect match between va1ues on 由e explanato可

variable and on the outcome variable wiIl fa且 to indicate causation. How
ever, Mill himself (1974, pp. 402-6) argued that, when using the method 
of concomitant variation, a perfect match between cause and outcome is 
not required to infer causality. RatheT, associations in which the values on 
explanatory and ou~come variables do not always match may still indicate 
causation. As a general rule, comparative historical researchers who follow 
A在iIl￥ standard should not infer causation unIess 也可 can establish statisti
cal confidence 由剑出e relationship is not simply a product of pure chance. 
As we will see, tl由 can be achieved by having a moderate number of cases 
and by systematicaIly combining ordinal analysis with other strategies of 
臼usal assessment. 

The discovery 出at皿 explanatory variable is related to an outcome vari
able in an ordinal assessment does not indicate how one should interpret 
由e nature of the association. One possibility is to a臼ume a linear pattern of 
causation like 由at analyzed in much conventional statistical research. Even 
though ordinal comparison does not strictly speaking permit the assessment 
ofIinear causation, it is not uncommon for qualitative and quantitative re
searchers to interpret ordinal results in this fashion. In doing so, the goal 
of analysis becomes estimating 由e proportion of an outcome 由at can be 
attributed to a particular value on an explanatory variable (see King et a1. 
1994, pp. 76--82). 

Comparative historical researchers who use ordinal comparison to as
sess linear causation and estimate 出e causal effects of variables in this 
fashion face obvious disadvantages when compared to researchers who 
have a Iarge number of cases at their disposa1. When an ordinal strategy 
is used in comparative historical ana1ysis, one can meaningfully speak of 
a degrees of freedom problem 出at inhibits the use of all but the most 
simple bivariate statistical methods. Furthennore, insights from statisti
cal research about case selec口on， measurement error, and 由e construction 
of causal theories are often highly appropriate when applied to compara
tive historical works that seek to use the method of concomitant variation 
to iden吗， pa仕erns of linear causation. Yet, it must be emphasized 由at

comparative historica1 researchers usua11y do not rely on ordina1 ana1ysis 
in isolatio口， instead combining it wi由 nominal and ",ithin-case ana1ysis. ln 
由is sense, one cannot mechanically extend advice from large-N analysis to 
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even those comparative historical studies 出at do rely extensively on ordinal 
analysis. 11 

Special problems can arise when comparative historical researchers at
tempt to combine a!_l ordmal strategywith a nominal strategy in comparative 
historical research. In partiαila乓由e practice of first ass臼sing a variable as 
anec臼saryor su而cient condition and then reassessing this variable at 出E

same level of aggregation using ordinal comparison raises concerns. The 
problem is that necessary or su伍cient causes do not typically follow a linear 
pattern when plotted against an outcome_ Yet, when researchers use ordinal 
analysis to assess hypotheses，由ey do generally test to see whethervariable 
scores can be matched in a pa忧ern that resembles linear change. One would 
therefore not necessarily expect a necessary or su伍cient condition to appear 
causally important when evaluated through ordinal comparison. 

In light of this problem, some comp缸ative historical researchers may 
reject the very idea that ordinal findings should be interpreted as modeling 
linear causation or representing a correlational pa忧ern. Instead，由eymay

argue 由at ordinal associations should be viewed as reflecting necessary and 
su面cient causation. For example, an explanatory factor 出at reveals a very 
strong association with an outcome variable in an ordinal analysis could be 
meaningfully interpreted as a (probabilistic) necessary and su伍cient condi
tion. In other words, the bivar皿e sca忧er plot for a variable 出at is usually 
necessa可 andsu伍cient typically will appear as a very strong correlation in 
皿 ordinal analysis. 

This discussion raises two general points of relevance to both statisti
cal researchers and comparative historical researchers. First, conventional 
methods used by statistical researchers could potentially be recast as tools 
由at seek to identi电r necessary and su侃cient conditions. For example, ad
ditive linear models might be seen as tools designed to locate causal fac
tors 由at are probabilistically su而cient but not necessary for an outcome.12 

These models compute 出ee征ects of each explanat。可 variable net of all 
other variables under the assumption that an increase on an explanato巧
variable leads (probabilistically) to an increase (or decrease) on 皿 outcome

variable all by itself. This notion 由at individual causes are capable of pro
ducingane仔ect by themselves within some probability is consistentwi由出e

11 1n addition, some comparative historical researchers who use ordinal analysis extensively 
to study Iinear causa口on may select a ra出er large number of cases simil盯 in size t。由atof

much cross-national research (e.g., Rueschemeyer, Stephens, and Stephens 1992). 
12 Thanks to Charles Ragin for pointing 由is out to me. 
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understanding of a probabilistic su伍cient cause (but not a probabilistic nec
臼sary cause). An additive linear equation 也at fully explained 由e variation 
on 出e outcome could b巳 seen as having identified all of the individual vari
ables 由atare su伍cient for values on 出e depi!ndent variable. A key priority 
for methodologists should be to explore 由e extent to which various statisti
cal methods can be re仕amed in terms of necessary or su伍cient conditions. 

SecondJ comparative historical researchers who combine nominal and 
ordinal analysis should be explicit if 由ey believe 由e expl皿atory variable 
under considerati.on operates as a condition 由atis nece部ary and sufficient, 
a condition that is necessary but not sufficient, a condition that is su筒。ent

but not necessary, or a linear cause 由atinαeas臼 or decreases values on an 
outcome. Jn general, logical problems will arise if the variable is treated as 
either a necessary but not su而cient condition or a sufficient but not nec
ess红y condition in a nominal evaluation and then is reassessed as ei由er a 
necessa可 and su伍cient condition or as a probabilistic linear cause in the 
ordinal 皿alysis. The 口ception to 由is rule is scholars who disaggregate 
出evan油le when shifting from nominal to ordinal analysis (巳.g. ， Skocpol 
1979). When this takes place, the analyst c四 meanin阱lllyassume 由at

the disaggregated variables used in the ordinal assessment foIIow a linear 
pa忧ern or a pa忧ern of necessa可皿d sufficient causation, whereas the ag
gregated nominal variable foJlows a pa忧ern of necessary but not su伍cient

or sufficient but not necessary causation. 

Examples o[ Ordinal Analysis in Comparative Historical Research 

In some 臼ses， comparative historical analysts may use ordinal analysis to 
strengthen 3n argument that is developed primarily through nominal com
parison. Jn other cases，由ey may employ ordinal comparison 豁出e central 
S甘ategy of investigation. It is instructive to consider examples ofb。由 uses

here. 
Luebbert's (1 987, 1991) work on interwar regim臼 in Europe employs 

ordinal analysis to strengthen a primarily nominal argument. In his over
arching nominal assessment, Luebbert argues that 由e presence or absence 
of"lib-labism" (i.e., a liberal pa呵r-labor alliance) before World War J ex
plains liberal versus nonliberal regime outcom臼 during the intcrwar pe
riod (see 'I单ble 10.2). Thus, when lib-Iabism was present before World 
War 1, as in England, Switzerland, and France, a liberal regime devel
oped in the interwar period. By contrast, when lib-labism was absent, as in 
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, Italy, and Spain, a nonliberal re♂皿巳
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T古.ble 10.2. Nominal Comparison in Luebbert's Analysis of 
Interwar Regimes 

Prewar Lib-Labism Interwar Liberalism 

Switzerland Yes Yes 
England Yes Yes 
France Yes Yes 
Belgium No No 
Netberlands No No 
Denrnark No No 
Italy No No 
Norway No No 
Spain No No 
s、.veden No No 
Gennany No No 

developed. Hence, the dichotomous explanatory variable of lib < labism is 
pedectly matched wi由 interwar liberalism. 

A1though his main explanation relies on nominal comparison, Luebbert 
reconceptualizes lib-labism and interwar liberalism as variables 由at are 
ranked across cases. 丁坦ble 10.3 prl臼ents estimates of this ranking for 
the main countries considered by Luebbert. If由e two ordinal variables are 
compared across cases, it is apparent 白白t there is substantial, but not per
fect, matching. Arnong the eleven cases, sÏx of them (France, Belgi旧风 the

Netherl皿ds， Denmark, Spain, and Germany) maintain their rank order; 
由ree cases (Switzerland, England, and Norway) IIlove only one rank order 
or less; 四d two cases (ltaly and Sweden) IIlove about three rank orders. 
Lib-labism 由us emerges as strongl民 but not perfectly, associated wi由 lib

eralism(由e Spearman rank order correlation for the data in the 'I油le is .92; 
由e correlation is significant at a .01 level). 

The use of ordinal comparison allows Luebbert to state certain find
ings in a more nuanced way 由an is possible when nominal categories are 
strictly employed. For example, he poin巳 out 出at among 由巳 countnes

where lib-Iabism failed before World War 1, Belgium and the Netherlands 
"most closely approximated the British-French-Swiss pattem of liberal 
hegcmony" (Luebbert 1991 , p. 56). That is，出ese two countnes were 
borderline success cases vis-à-vis the dichotomous explanatory variable 
of lib-labism. In tum, Belgium and the Netherlands established interwar 
regimes in which significant liberal elements were pr臼ent， making them a 
subtype of liberal regimes (Luebbert 1991, pp. 248, 250). It appears that 
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Table 10.3. Ordinal Cumparison in Luebbert 's Analysis of 
Interwll1' Regimes* 

Prewar LilrLabismt Interwar Liberalism 
(1 = least; 11 = most) (1 = leas巳 11 = most) 

Switzerland 11 10 
England 10 11 
France 9 9 
Belgium 7.5 7.5 
Netberlands 7.5 7.5 
Denmark 6 6 
ltaly 5 2 
Norway 4 4.5 
Spain 3 3 
Sweden 2 4.5 
Gennany 

事 1 have rank ordered cases based primariJy on passages on 也e

following pag目。f Luebben's 1987 ("Social Origin内皿d 1991 
(Liberalism, F.阳脚， or Social Democracy) works: England: (1987, 
p. 452), (1991 , pp. 37-48, 166); Switzerland: (1991 , pp. 49, 166); 
France: (1987, pp. 455-6), (1991 , pp. 37-48, 166); Belgium 皿d

the Netherlands: (1987 , p. 451), (1 991 , pp. 56-7, 248, 250); 
Denmark: (1 987, p. 451), (1991 , pp. 57斗， 23 6-7， 270-1); Sweden 
and Norway: (1991 , pp. 57斗， 239斗2 ， 270); Italy: (1991 , pp. 57-
8, 272-7); Spain: (1991 , pp. 151-3 , 272-7); and Gerrnany: (1991 , 
pp.272-7). 

t Luebben measur白 lib-labism 臼由e "degree of liberal hegemony" 
present be也re World 飞屿r 1. 

Mahon守

Luebbert believes lib-labism is an almost always necessary 皿d su伍cient

cause of interwar liberalism in Europe. In fact, his combined nominal
ordinal analysis could be seen as a rudimentary a忧empt to use fuzzy-set 
methods to assess 由is lånd of causarion. 

In her work on social revolutions, Skocpol (1 979) 31so uses ordinal com
parison to supplement what is primarily a nominal argument. She does so 
by disaggregating nominal variables into constituent subvariables 由at are 
evaluated through ordinal comparison (see Mahoney 1999). Hence, while 
Skocpol's (1979, pp. 154-7) explanatory variable of "conditions for state 
breakdown" is treated as a dichotomous variable for the purpose of using 
出e methods of agreement and difference，也is variable is disaggregated 
into three constituent subvariables (intemational pressure, state autonomy, 
皿d agrarian backwardness) when evaluated through ordinal comparison. 
Thesc constituent variables are ranked across all cases of revolution and 
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nonrevolution. Likewise, Skocpol's dichotornous outcome variable of so
cial revolution is reassessed in tenns of ordinal constituent processes. Social 
revolution is defined in part as "rapid, basic transfonnations of a socie旷s

state and class structures" (Skocpol 1979, p. 4), and Skocpol notes ordi
nal differences arnong cases along these dirnensions. For ex组nple， social 
revolution unfolded rnost rapidly in Russia, least rapidly in China, and at 
an interrnediate pace in France. These differences 红e explained in part by 
ordinal con位asts on key explanatory variables, including the extent of in
temational pressure 由atrnarked 出e revolutionary process (Sk9Cpol 1979, 
p. 172). In surn, even 由ough Skocpol旨 book is farnous for its use of norni
nal cornparison 也rough the rnethods of agreernent 皿d difference, ordinal 
analysis plays a rnajor role in underpinning the norninal argurnent. 
矶而且e Luebbert and Skocpol use ordinal皿alysis to stren♂hen and sup

port their overall nominal arguments, 0出er scholars use ordinal comparison 
as the principal cross-case method of investigation. One example is Collier 
and Collier's (1991) work on labor incorporation in eight Latin Ameri
can countries. Collier and Collier identi命 four types of labor incorpora
tion periods, and 由ey seek to explain ordinal differences in 由E 气cope of 
mobilization" 出at characterized these periods. They first eliminate certain 
explanatory factors that lack any consistent relation to由e scope of mobiliza
tion. For exarnple，出eau由ors reject explanations centered on 出口tren肘1

of the labor rnovement because there is "no systematicτelationslùp be
tween labor movement strength 四d type of incorporation period" (p. 750). 
The authors then show how their main explanatory variable -由e politicaI 
strengthof出e oligarchy- does reveal a clear pattern with mobilization dur
ing由e incorporation period. In particular, the authors show that there is "an 
inverse relation between 由e political strength of the oligarchy. . . and the 
degree to which . . . mobilization was pursued in the incorporation period" 
(p. 748). Although there is a c1ear inverse relationship for six of Collier 
and Collie白 eight cases, two cases deviate from tl山 pattern. In Peru and 
Argentina, the oligarchy was in many spheres q山te powerful, yet 白白E

cases exhibited relatively high levels of labor mobilization during 由e re
fonn period, thus seeminglyviolating the hypothesized inverse pattern. The 
authors explain these deviations based on crucial "flaws" in the strength of 
the Peruvian and Argentine oligarchies (pp. 748-9). Once these flaws are 
taken into account, the inverse relationship at work for the other six cases 
21so makes sense for Peru and Argentina. In this way, the authors show how 
what initially appears to be a deviation in fact reflects 由e general inverse 
pattern once more approp口ate measures are introduced. 
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Another work 出at relies extensively on ordinal comparison is Orloff's 
(1993) comparative historical analysis of social provision for the elderly in 
Britain, Canada, and the United States. Orloff not only concepmalizes her 
own central explanatOIγvariables as ordinal categories, but also evaluates 
rival explanations using this type of assessment. For example, she (pp. 47-8) 
uses ordinal comparison to reject explanations of the relative timing of social 
provision 由at focus on changes in the number of aged persons pr臼entin

society. She argues 由at the expected relationship between age distribution 
and the timing of pension legislation is not supponed by her cases. For 
example, Britain witnessed onlya marginal increase in the number of elderly 
citizens but nevenheless enacted pensions at an early date. By contras飞
Canada saw a very substantial increase in由e elderly population but adopted 
old age insurance at a relatively late date. For the United States, the elderly 
population exhibited intermediate to high levels, yet pensions were adopted 
atave可 late date. Hence, there is no apparent relationship between the two 
varia bles, and Orloff eliminates size of the elderly population as a potential 
explanatory factor. 

Witbi:施-Case Analy.如

In addition to comparing cases wi由 one皿0由er， most comparative histori
cal analysts also compare processes drawn from within particular cases. This 
strategy of within-case analysis entails exarnining multiple features of what 
was originally considered only a single case to assess hypotheses developed 
through cross-case analysis. In making within-case evaluations, analysts 
will often rely on nominal and ordinal measurement. However, whereas 
the nominaJ and ordinal strategies discussed previously entail highly ag
gregated comparisons across cases，也e procedures discussed in 由is section 
involve disaggregated comparisons within cas臼. Hence, a within-case s町at

egy is distinguished from nominal and ordinal strategies in terms of level 
of aggregation. 

Wi thin-case analysis is a tool specifically designed to compensate for 
limitations associated with cross-臼se methods. The most general type of 
within-case analysis is "pattem matching," a procedure in which the an
alyst assesses cross-case associations in light of multiple within-case hy
potheses. An important subtype of this procedure is "process tracing," 
a technique in which the analyst attempts to locate the 四usal mecha
nisms linking a hypothesized explanato巧 variable to an outcome. Finally, a 
third technique 一 "causal naπative" - combin巳s cross-case and within-case 
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analysis by comparing cases in te口ns of highly disaggregated sequenc臼 of

processes and events 由at lead to outcomes. 

Patter刃 Matching

Causal pa忧.erns derived from cross-case comparison often suggest addi
tional hypotheses about aspects ofspeci6.c cases. Follo\\'世19 a procedure 
出at Campbell (1 975) caIls "pa忧ern matching," comparative historical ana
Iys臼 test 出自e additional hypotheses, evaluating whether pattems derived 
仕om cross-case analysis can be matched with observations from within 
specific cases_D Campbell (1975 , p. 182) poin臼 out 由at pattem matching 
provides a power企业 tool for 由eory falsification in small-N research: in
vestigators routinely 缸ld 由at their argumen岱 cannot be sustained when 
within-case hypotheses are asse岱ed. Altematively, if within-case observa
tions are repeatedly consistent with a cross-case finding, researchers have 
stronger grounds for believing the cross-case 6.nding is valid. 

Comparative historical analysts pursue pa忧.em matching using differ
ent levels of measurement. Both nominal and ordinal measurement can 
be used in conjunction with pattem matching. Researchers may also use 
interval measurement when assessing within-case hypotheses. Indeed, if 
a large number of within-case observations are measured at an interval 
level, researchers may employstatistical methods with the pattem-matching 
procedure. 

A nice example of the use of statistical research for the purpose of pat
tem matching is Goldstone坦 (1991) work on revolutions during the early 
modem period. Goldstone亏 cross-case nominal argument sugg臼ts 由atde

mographic grow由 leads to revolutions by triggering structural crises (i.e., 
6.scal crises, elite-state and intraelite confL町， and mass opposition). To 
bolster this cross-case, small-N argument, he conceptualizes explanatory 
variables in te口ns of a large number of within-case quantitative measures 
and combines these measures into an overall "political stress indicator" 出at

is evaluated statistically. These statistical evaluations are used as supplemen
ta可 evidence to assess hypotheses 由at apply to a small number of 臼ses，

offering powerful confirmato巧re甘dence in support of Goldstone's small-N 
argument. 

In con仕ast to Goldstone's statistical analysis of within-case patterns, 
Luebbert (1 991) uses ordinal and nominal comparison when employing 

13 See also Collier (1993), Eckstein (1975), and George (1 979) 
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pattem matching. For example, his argument 由at an alli皿ce between the 
socialist party and the middle peasantry (a "red-green" alliance) caused so
cial democracy in interwar Europe has multiple wi由in-臼se implications. 
Some of these within-case implications entail ordinal propositions - for 
example, the governing social coalition will lack a liigh level of stability; 
the working class will exercise a high degree of autonomy 仕om the state; 
and high levels of strikes and labor activism will deve10p (Luebbert 1991 , 
pp. 234-6). Other within-case implications entail nominal propositions -
for example, socialists will not challep.ge 由e distribution of wealth in the 
countryside or try to mobilize the rural proletariat; and the middle peas
antry will not provide a viable social base for the socialists (Luebbert, 
1991 , pp. 268-9, 272, 28ι8). Luebbert's within-case analysis finds sup
po口 for these hypotheses, significantly e址lancing one's confidence 由at 由e

cross-case argument ]s correct. 
Regardless of the level of measurement (nominal, ordinal, interval) em

ployed, the additionalleverage offered by pattem matching helps compen
sate for由e weaknesses of cross-case strategies. For example, one of the lim
itations of cross-case nominal methods is 由at several expl四ations may be 
supported by the data, leaving the analyst without a clear basis for deciding 
which explanatory factor is the most important. Pattem matching helps nar
row 由e range of potential explanations by offering an additional means of 
eliminatingvariables. After variables are eliminated through pattern match
ing, analysts are often le玩w1由 much more parsimonious explanations. 

Pattern matching is also a key tool for those comparative historical re
searchers who seek to avoid the determinism of nominal methods but who 
lack enough cases to employ these methods probab山stically. Analysts can 
use pattern matching to show 由at a relationship is causal despite ilie fact 
由at a cross-case nominal comparison reveals one or more cases in which 
scores on the explanatory and outcome variables deviate 丘om a general 
pattern of matching. For example, if only three out of four cases reflect a 
general pa盯rn of matching on nominal explanatory and outcome variables, 
scholars rnay conclude that 由e pa忧ern reflects causation if iliey find sig
nificant wi由出-case support. Likewise, analysts rnay use pa忧ern matching 
to argue 出at a relationship is not causal even 由ough scores on an expl皿a

toryvariable are perfectly matched wi由 scores on an outcome variable in a 
cross-case nominal assessment. They c四 do so by showing how ilieαoss
case pa忧ern is not suppo口ed when assessed against multiple wiiliin-case 
pattems. Hence, comparative historical analysts who choose to tlllnk about 
causation in probabilistic terms may use pa忧ern matching as a basis for 
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retaining explanatory variables 由at do not withstand deterministic cross
case nominal tes也 while rejecting other explanatory variables even 由ough

they do withstand such tests. 
Finally, pattem matching 臼n be ayaluable supplement toαoss-臼seor

dinal comparison. Pattern matching can help analysts make a better judg
ment about the causal status of a relationship that is ambiguous when eval
uated through cross-case ordinal analysis. Likewise, pattem matching can 
call into question the findings of ordinal comparison, showing how an ap
parently causal relationship is in fact not causal when viewed in light of 
multiple within-case implications. 

P1'ocess Tracing 

An important part of causal analysis involves estahlishing that there is sorne 
association between explanatory variables and an outcorne variable. Yet，岛r
rnany comparative historical analysts, an equally important part involves 
identifying the causal mechanisrns 由at link explanato巧， variahles wi也出e

outcorne variable (Blalock 1961 , p. 9; Elster 1989, pp. 4-7; Goldthorpe 
1997; Hedsrr凸rn and Swedberg 1998; Salmon 1984, ch. 5). Causal rnech
arusrns can be defined as 由e processes and intervening variables through 
which an explanato町 variable exerts a causal effect on an outcorne variable 
(Bennett 1997). Following George and McKeown (1985), the effort to in
fer causality through the identification of causal mecharusrns can be called 
‘process rracing."14 

Process tracing is often used to help the analyst who works wi也 a srnall 
nurnber of cases avoid rnistaking a spurious correlation for a causal asso
ciation. The problem of spuriousness arises when two correlated variahles 
appear to be causally related but in fact a自由e product of an antecedent 
variable. In small-N research, cross-case comparative methods are often 
vulnerable to 由is prohlem. For example, when three ternporally ordered 
variables are correlated in a sequence, small-N analysts have di面cultyusing

cross-case rnethods to deterrnÍne if 由e sequence represents a causal pa由
or a spurious correlation. The first variable in such a sequence is often per
fectly correlated wi出 both the second and third variables. Small-N σ'Oss

case rnethods do not provide a strong basis for judging whether 由is first 
variable represents an antecedent cause 由at "explains away" 由e presurned 

14 Because causal mechanisms are 飞，'ithin-case implications ofαoss-case pa吐ems， process 
tracing is actually a parti∞l盯 application of pattern matching. 
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causal relationsrup between 由e second and third variables, or whether the 
first and third variables 缸e correlated because of the presence of the second 
variable, in which case the idea of causal pa出 makes sense. Process tracing 
c皿 help the analyst dis由耶且sh between 由自e two possibilities by showing 
whether causal mechanisms link the variables together. Thus, if hypoth
esized causal mechanisms can be identified between- the second and 出ird

variables through process t;racing，出e analyst has a basis for believing that 
出e sequence is a causal pa由;由at is, the second variable has a real causal 
effect on the third variable. Alternatively, if causal mechanisms cannot be 
identified between 由e second and 由ird variables, the analyst has grounds 
for belie词ng 由at the sequence may be a spurious correlation; that is, the 
second and third variables are correlated only because of the presence of 
由e first antecedent variable. 

Comparative rustorical analysts 告equentlyargue that a correlation iden
tified through cross四case analysis is not causal because mechanisms linking 
the presumed explanatoryvariable and the outcorne variable cannot be iden
tified. For example, Skocpol￥ (1979， pp. 170一 1) work on 由巳 origins of rev
olutions uses process tracing to reject causal variables - such as ideologically 
motivated v皿guard movements -出at were not elirninated through cross
case methods. Although ideologically motivated vanguard movements were 
present in her three cases of social revolution, she 缸。les 由at 由ey did not 
exert an important causal effect in bringing about revolutions.ln particular, 
in contrast to wh创 other scholars have hypothesized , she argues 由at van
guard movements were not responsible for triggering widespread revoIts 
against landlords and state agen臼. Rather, according to Skocpol, vanguard 
rnovements were marginal to the central political processes that de6ned so
cial revolutions, emerging on 由e scene only ve可 late to take advantage of 
situations 由ey did not create. Hence, she concludes that these movements 
were not a crucial cause of social revolutions in France, Russia, and Cruna. 

Likewise, Luebbert uses process tracing to elirninate the "Moore 
Gerschenkron thesis," which holds 由at fascist regimes result from 由e pres
ence of a labor-repressive landed elite 由at is able to draw substantiallower
class rural support for fascism (l二uebbert 1991 , pp. 308-9). AJthough there 
is a matching between 出e presence/absence of a repressive landed elite and 
由e presence/absence of fascism, Luebbert suggl白白白at the mechanisms 
through which this specific factor supposedly produces fascism are not s叩
ported hy the historical record of the fascist cases. Thus, rural support for 
fascism was generally not present in areas where a landed elite predomi
nated. Likewise，由e evidence shows 由at the landed elites who could deliver 
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large numbers of votes did not usually support fascism (Luebbert 1991 , 
pp. 308-9). In short, despite the matching, Luebbert rejects the Moore
Gerschenkron hypothesis because it is not validated by process tracing. 

Other scholars use process tracing not to eliminate causal factors but to 
suppo口 their-own explanations. For example, Collier and Collier (1991) 
identi守 mechanisms linking di仔erent types of labor incorporation peri
ods with different typ臼 of pa口y systems. In their analysis of Colombia 
and Uiug叫" Collier and Collier 句Tstematically identi马1 the processes 四d
even臼 through which 由e incorporation pa忧ern of "electoral mobilization 
by a traditional p红ty" led to the par巧1 system outcome of"electoral stab出ty

and social conflict." These processes included a period in which the party 
由at oversaw incorporation briefly maintained powe民由e gradual emer
gence of conservative opposition, a period of intense political polarization, 
a military coup, and , finally，由e creation of a pa叮 system marked by stable 
electoral politics and social conflict. Each of these events aαs as a mecha
nism linking labor incorporation wi由 a particular party system outcome. 
The ability of the authors to show how these and other processes con
nected exp1anatory and outcome variab1es is crucial to 出e success of their 
ar凯nnent. lndeed, although any work can potentially benefit from process 
tracing, it is an especially important too1 for those studies such as Collier 
皿d Collier's in which explanatory and outcome variables are separated by 
long periods of time. 

Causal Narrative 

A final procedure iIlustrates how comparative historica1 researchers use 
cross-case comparisons of within-case chronologies as a basis for rnalcing 
causal inferences. ~出 this technique of"causal narrative," to use SeweIl's 
(1996) terminolo町，由e analyst attempts to validate aggregated cross-case 
associations by "breaking apart" variables into constituent sequences of 
disaggregated events and comparing these disaggregated sequences aαoss 
cases. The purpose of unpaclcing aggregated variables through narrative is 
not only to provide a contextualized description of cases; rathe乓 the goal is 
to support a cross-臼se argurnent at a rnore disaggregated level. 

This technique re1ies on historical narrative, which has received sig
nificant attention in recent methodological discussions (e.g., Abbott 1990, 
1992; Aminzade 1992; Franzosi 1998; Gri伍n 1992, 1993; Haydu 1998; 
Isaac 1997; Mahoney 1999; Somers 1992; Stryker 1996). However，由e

procedures through which analysts decide whether a narrative account lends 
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supporttoa 口oss-case causal pa'忧ern have not been well specified. Gri伍n's

(1 993; see also Heise 1989) discussion of event-structure analysis is the most 
well developed s~atement on how narrative 臼n be wedded to causal infer
ence. Event-structure analysis provides a formal apparatus for unpacking 
even臼 and reconstituting their constituent parts as a causal interpretation 
of historical processes. This proced町E 臼n underpin causal narrative by 
identifying 由e causally linked processes 由at constitute highly aggregated 
variables in cross-case analysis (Mahoney 1999, pp. 1165-7). wi由臼，usal

narrative, the analyst compar臼 event sequences across cases to deterrnine if 
由e cases can reasonably be seen as following aggregated causal patterns at 
a more fine-grained level. In this sense, causal narrative entails the match
ing of event structures across cases (see Gri伍n and Ragin 1994, pp. 1午15;

Sewell 1996, p. 262)Y In addition, causal narrative can be used to show 
how two or more cases 由at are marked by important di能rences in causal 
processes at an aggregated level of analysis are also characterized by sub
stantially different event structures at a disaggregated level. 
Ag∞d example of the use of causal narrative to compare event structures 

is found in Skocpol's (1979) work 00 social revolutions. Many of Skocpol's 
key explanato巧T variables are actually made up of numerous causally linked 
processes. Likewise, the outcome of social revolution is itself composed 
of a series of causally coonected events. These constituent processes 
represent an event-structure pattern 由at could be formally diagrammed 
and compared across cases (see Mahoney 1999). Al though Skocpol does not 
ca口γout a formal mapping of event structures, she does implicitly compare 
the event structure of her cases to judge whether 由ey follow a similar 
causallogic at a disaggregated level. According to Sewell (1996), Skocpol's 
ability to show that a similar event sequence is at work in each case of social 
revolution gr臼t1y contributes to the persuasiveness of her argument. 

An interesting example of a work that uses causal narrative to contrast 
event-structure sequences is Yashar's (1997) excellent analysis of the origins 
of democracy in Costa Ri四 in 1949 and authoritarianism in Guatemala in 
1954. Yashar notes that both Costa Rica and Guatemala experienced major 
democratic and social reform periods in the 1940s 四d 1950s. However, 
her narrative shows 由at these reform periods were actually composed of 
q山te different event processes, and these different processes were highly 

15 Causal naπative 臼nnot be used to assess cas自由at arrive at a given outcome through 
different causal processes. VVhen 由is is true, one would expect 由e cases to be characterized 
by different - not similar - event-structure sequences. 
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consequential for the development of contras由19 regimes. Thus, Yashar's 
narrative shows how par甘cular aαor choices about coalitional allies trig
gered differing reform efforts, reactions, and counterreactions. These diι 
ferences in event sequences lend support to Yashar's overarching ar凯nnent，

which stress臼 the importance of political coalitions and alliance pa忧erns.

Most comparative historical analysts use causal narrative as an infonnal 
technique presented through "stories" of event processes. lt remains to 
be seen whe出巳r causa1 narrative can be more formally employed 由ough

event-structure diagrams that explicitly map each step and 10gica1 con
necòon in a narrative argt皿lent. Gri伍n's (1 993) work on event-structure 
ana1ysis suggests 由at fonnally diagramrning narratives c皿 be complicated 
when a large number of events are considered. Yet, without such fonnal 
diagranuning, the procedures 也tough which analysts compare and con
trast event-structure sequences acro臼 cases cannot be easily evaluated. The 
complex trade-。他 between the clarity of informa1 narra出Te presentations 
and the rigor of explicitly diagrammed narrative accounts warrant further 
attention 仕omme出odologjsts.

Conclusion 

Methodological recipes for producing success缸1 research are neither possi
ble nor desirable. Nevertheless, an awareness of the different tools available 
can help analysts improve the quality of their work and better present their 
fìndings to scholars from other traditions. Toward this end, this essay has 
identified 皿d discussed three basic strategies of causal assessment used in 
comparative historical research: nominal comparison, ordina1 comparison, 
and within-case ana1ysis. By way of conclusion, 1 would like to bring to
gether some of the unresolved questions and future methodological agendas 
suggested by the discussion of these strategies. 

First, with respect to nominal methods, the study of necessary and su值
cient conditions (including probabilistic necessa月Tand su伍cient conditions) 
deserves more attention from methodologists, including especially quanti
tative me由odologists who do not ordinarily think about causation in this 
way. Comparative historical researchers have productively studied these 
conditions, and their work provides a valuable point of deparuue for 出ose

who are interested in learning more. It is indeed unfortunate 由at graduate 
students often lack 由e training to meaningfully evaluate arguments about 
necessaηT and su伍cient causation. 1 would encourage bo由 quantitative

and qualitative methodologists to learn more about 出ese methods, include 
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them as a basic component of their courses on research rnethods, and let stu
dents rnake up their 0啊1 rninds about potential applications in cornp缸ative

research. 
Second, the fact that rnany cornp缸ative historical researchers cornbine 

an ordinal strategy with a norninal strate部T suggests 由at they rnay think 
about ordinal relationships in tenns of necessary and su伍cient conditions. 
Yet, other comparative historical researchers believe ordinal relationships 
reflect a linear pattern of causation similar to that studied in rnuch statistical 
research. These two a1ternatives need to be sorted out in future work. In 
gcneral, questions about the extent to which linear statistical findings can or 
should be translated into the language of necessary and su伍cient conditions 
will not be resolved until me由odologists give rnore attention to norninal 
methods. 

Finally, more rne也odolo回cal work needs to be done on the relationship 
between cross-case and within-case analysis. Part of the problern in under
standing this relationship is that comparative historical researchers often do 
not say enough about how 由ey use within-case analysis in their substantive 
studies. For example, we still do not have many systematic discussions 
of within-case analysis inforrning the selection of categories and cases 
b吃fore fonnal norninal tools are applied. Moreover, once inítia1 norninal 
associations are established, more needs to be said about the application of 
partiαIlar types ofwithin-case analysis. wì由 pa忧ern matching, researchers 
need to consider the special issues 出at rnay arise when a given study uses 
both norninal and statistical rnethods to evaluate the sarne within-case 
observations. Likewise, when using process tracing, me由odologists need 
to explore rnore seriously the extent to which it is rea11y possible to specify 
causal mechanisms as ernpirical hypotheses with directly testable implica
tions. Regarding causal narrative，出e overall debate between using words 
versus formally diagrarnrning event structures as a rneans of representing 
disaggregated pa忧erns of within-case causation needs to be sorted out. 

These agendas willlikely be at 由e fore仕ont of the next generation of 
work on cornparative historical rnethods. 
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